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Abstract
We continue the investigations on the finite conjugacy centre, denoted as (U(Γ )), the hyper
centre, and thus also the second centre Z2(U(Γ )), of the unit group U(Γ ) of a Z-order Γ in
a finite-dimensional Q-algebra. In particular, it is shown that (U(Γ )) is finitely generated and
Z2(U(Γ )) ⊆ (U(Γ )), also conditions are obtained for these two groups to be equal or central.
Applications are given to the unit group of the integral semigroup ring ZS of a finite semigroup. It
follows that often U(ZS) has central height two and Z2(U(ZS))=(U(ZS)). This extends earlier
results on integral group rings by Arora and Passi, Bovdi, Jespers and Juriaans, and Li and Parmenter.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The unit group U(ZG) of an integral group ZG of a group G is an object of intensive
study. In recent years attention has been given to special subgroups, such as the normalizer
of the trivial units [11,14,20], the hyper centre [2,17] and the finite conjugacy centre [4,
5,12,13,24,25]. The former one is closely related to the isomorphism problem of integral
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676 A. Dooms et al. / Journal of Algebra 265 (2003) 675–689group rings (see, for example, [14,19]). In particular, Hertweck’s investigations have led to
a counter example to the isomorphism problem [11].
Li and Parmenter [17] showed that the central height of U(ZG) (for G a periodic group)
is one, except if G is a Q∗-group in which case the central height is two. This result was
proved earlier by Passi and Arora [2] in case G is a finite group. Recently Jespers and
Juriaans [13] completely determined the finite conjugacy centre of U(ZG) for G a finite
group. This answered a question of Artamonov and Bovdi [3]. It follows that this group
equals the second centre of U(ZG).
It is natural to investigate the mentioned special subgroups in the more general context
of the unit group of a Z-order Γ in an arbitrary finite-dimensional Q-algebra A (with
unity). The latter means that Γ is subring of A (with the same unity) which is a finitely
generated additive group so that QΓ = A. Examples of such orders are matrices over
integral group rings, Munn algebras over Z-orders, and more generally, (contracted)
integral semigroup rings. In [25] Sehgal and Zassenhaus started such investigations, and
recent results are obtained by Dokuchaev, Juriaans, Milies and Sobral [8] and Bovdi [6].
The latter papers also were motivated by an earlier result of Herstein [9] showing that the
finite conjugacy centre of the unit group of a division ring always is central.
In this paper we continue these investigations. We show that the finite conjugacy centre
of the unit group U(Γ ) of an arbitrary Z-order Γ is determined by an abelian group and
the finite conjugacy centre of the unit group of a Z-order in a semisimple algebra. In
particular, it follows that the finite conjugacy centre of U(Γ ) is finitely generated. It is
also shown that the second centre of U(Γ ) always is contained in the finite conjugacy
centre and it is investigated when these groups are equal or central. It is shown that the
existence of epimorphic images of A that are totally definite quaternion algebras is the
obstruction for the mentioned subgroups to be central. Hence the latter play a crucial role.
Sehgal and Zassenhaus [25] (see also [26]) have shown that the unit group of an order in a
totally definite quaternion algebra is central-by-finite (and actually the latter is a property
that determines when a finite-dimensional simple Q-algebra is a totally definite quaternion
algebra). We finish the paper with a section on applications to integral semigroup rings of
finite semigroups, in particular, it is shown that for many such rings the central height of
its unit group is at most two and the second centre equals the finite conjugacy centre.
2. Preliminaries
We use the following notation. By T (G) we denote the set of periodic elements of a
group G. By Zn(G) we denote the nth centre of G, the centre is simply denoted by Z(G).
The finite conjugacy centre (or simply the FC-centre) of G is denoted by (G), this is
the subgroup consisting of all elements with finitely many conjugates. It is well known
that T ((G)) is a characteristic subgroup of G so that (G)/T ((G)) is a torsion free
abelian group. The centralizer of a subset H in G is denoted by CG(H).
If A is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field Q, then the Wedderburn–Malcev
theorem states that,
A= S(A)+J (A),
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and J (A) is the Jacobson radical of A. Clearly
A= T (A)× I(A),
a direct product of algebras, where T (A) is the direct product of all algebras S(A)e, where
e runs through all primitive central idempotents of S(A) so that eJ (A) = {0} = J (A)e,
and I(A) contains the Jacobson radical of A.
For a ∈ A we denote by aS the natural image of a in S(A). Hence, for a Z-order Γ in
A one can write
Γ ⊆ ΓS +J (A),
a sum of Z-modules, and ΓS = {γS | γ ∈ Γ }. Furthermore,
Γ ⊆ ΓT × ΓI ,
a direct product of Z-orders, where ΓT (respectively ΓI ) is the natural projection of Γ in
T (A) (respectively I(A)). In particular, 1T (respectively 1I ) denotes the unity of T (A)
(respectively I(A)). For a ∈ A we denote by aT (respectively aI ) the natural image of a
in T (A) (respectively I(A)). For a primitive central idempotent e of S(A) we denote by
ae the element (aS)e and Γe = {(γS)e | γ ∈ Γ }.
We recall some basic properties of Z-orders. First, U(Γ ) is a finitely generated group.
Second, if also Γ1 is a Z-order in A, then Γ ∩ Γ1 also is a Z-order. Third, if Γ1 ⊆ Γ , then
the index (U(Γ ) : U(Γ1)) is finite. For more details we refer the reader to [26].
Recall that a totally definite quaternion algebra is a non-split generalized quaternion
algebra
(−a,−b
K
)
, where K is a totally real number field with a and b totally positive. So,
(−a,−b
K
)
=K +Kx +Ky +Kxy,
a four-dimensional K-algebra with x2 = −a, y2 = −b and xy = −yx . Note that(−a,−b
K
)⊗K R= (−1,−1R ), the classical quaternion algebra over the reals R.
Proposition 2.1 (Sehgal and Zassenhaus [25,26]). Let Γ be a Z-order in a finite-
dimensional non-commutative division Q-algebra D. Let S be a subgroup of finite index
in U(Γ ).
(1) If the algebra QS is properly contained in D, then D is a totally definite quaternion
algebra.
(2) Z(U(Γ )) is of finite index in U(Γ ) if and only if D is a totally definite quaternion
algebra.
In [12] Hertweck determined the unit group of Z-orders that are generated by a finite
group in a totally definite quaternion algebra. Recall that Amitsur in [1] classified all finite
groups embedded in a division algebra.
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Lemma 2.2. Let K be a field and A an algebraic K-algebra. Suppose Z(A)=K . Assume
u,g ∈ U(A). Let mu(X)=∑ni=0 kiXi be the monic minimal polynomial of u over K . If the
commutator (u, g)= ugu−1g−1 is central and 0 = ki , then (u, g)n−i = 1. In particular, if
K also is a real field, then (u, g) central implies (u, g)=±1.
Proof. Put θ = (u, g). Since, by assumption, this element commutes with g we get
0 = g−1mu(u)g = k0 + k1θu+ · · · + θnun = θnfˆ (u),
where fˆ (X)= k0θ−n+ k1θ−n+1X+· · ·+Xn. Because by assumption each kiθ−n+i ∈K ,
the polynomial fˆ (X) also is the monic minimal polynomial of u and thus for any 0 i  n,
ki = kiθ−n+i . Hence θn−i = 1 if ki = 0. ✷
3. The finite conjugacy centre
To determine the finite conjugacy centre of the unit group of a Z-order in a finite-
dimensionalQ-algebra the following property is crucial.
Lemma 3.1 [8]. Let K be the field of fractions of an infinite domain D. Let Γ be a subring
of a K-algebra A so that Γ is a finitely generated D-module and KΓ = A. Then the
elements of (U(Γ )) commute with nilpotent elements of A.
Note that we obtain at once that x ∈(U(Γ )) is central in A if and only if x commutes
element-wise with the simple components of S(A) that are division algebras.
As an immediate application we give a very short and simple proof of a result of
Dokuchaev et al. The proof given in [8] makes use of the Zariski topology.
Theorem 3.2 [8]. If A is a finite-dimensional algebra over an infinite field K , then
(U(A)) is central.
Proof. Let u ∈(U(A)) and write u = s + j with s ∈ S(A) and j ∈ J (A). Clearly s ∈
(U(S(A))) and thus by Herstein’s result [9] and Lemma 3.1 we have that s is central in
S(A). So to prove that u commutes with the elements of a division component D of S(A)
it is sufficient to show that j commutes element-wise with D. Now CU(A)(u) is of finite
index in U(A). Hence CU(D)(u)= CU(D)(j) is of finite index in U(D). Since CU(D)(j) is an
infinite division subalgebra of U(D) (note that it contains the field K) and because (U(D) :
CU(D)(j)) <∞ it follows that U(D) = U(spanCU(D)(j)). Indeed, if D1 = spanCU(D)(j)
is strictly contained in D, take x ∈ U(D) \ U(D1). Since we are working over an infinite
field K one can consider the infinite set {x, k1+x, k2+x, . . . , ki+x, . . . | ki ∈K}. Because
U(D1) is of finite index in U(D), there exist k = l such that U(D1)(k+x)= U(D1)(l+x).
Then k + x = d1(l + x) for 1 = d1 ∈ U(D1), hence x ∈ U(D1), a contradiction. Thus the
result is proved. ✷
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dimensional algebras [7, Example 1].
For Z-orders the situation is more complicated. For example, let Q8 denote the
quaternion group of order 8. It is well known that the unit group of the natural Z-order
in the classical rational quaternion algebra equals ±Q8. Hence the FC-centre of a Z-order
is not necessarily central. More general, for the integral group ring ZG of a finite group G
it has been shown [13] that (U(ZG)) is central except when G is a Q∗-group. In the last
section we will reprove this fact as an immediate application of our general results.
Recall that a group G is said to be a Q∗-group if G has an abelian subgroup A of
index 2 so that there exists an element a ∈A of order 4 and such that for all h ∈A and all
g ∈G \A, g2 = a2 and g−1hg = h−1. We call such an element a a distinguished element
of G.
Note that if Γ is a Z-order in A, then (U(Γ )) ⊆ (U(ΓT )) ×(U(ΓI)). We first
show that the obstruction for an element of (U(Γ )) to be central only comes from
epimorphic images of A that are totally definite quaternion algebras.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a finite-dimensional Q-algebra. Suppose e is a primitive central
idempotent of S(A). Let Γ be a Z-order in A and suppose u ∈ (U(Γ )). If ue is not
central in S(A)e, then S(A)e is a totally definite quaternion algebra.
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.1 and the assumption that ue is not central in S(A)e, we know
that S(A)e is a division algebra. Recall that Γe denotes the Z-order of S(A)e containing
all elements ge with g ∈ Γ . Suppose u ∈(U(Γ )) but ue /∈ Z(S(A)). Since CU(Γ )(u) is
of finite index in U(Γ ) it follows, using standard arguments of Z-orders that, CU(Γe)(ue)
is a subgroup of finite index in U(Γe). Since by assumption ue is not central in S(A)e,
the algebra QCU(Γe)(ue) is a proper subring of S(A)e. So, by Proposition 2.1 the algebra
S(A)e is a totally definite quaternion algebra, as desired. ✷
In the case A is a semisimple algebra we thus obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a semisimple finite-dimensional Q-algebra and let Γ be a
Z-order of A. If e1, . . . , en are the primitive central idempotents of A, then (U(Γ )) ⊆∏n
i=1 (U(Γ ))ei and if (U(Γ ))ei is not central, then it has a subgroup of finite index
which is central in the totally definite quaternion algebra Aei . In particular, (U(Γ )) is
finitely generated.
Proof. Since by assumption A is semisimple, the first part of the statement follows at once
from Lemma 3.3. For the second part it is sufficient to notice that because of the Dirichlet
Unit Theorem the unit group of a Z-order in a number field is finitely generated. ✷
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a finite-dimensionalQ-algebra. Assume u= s + j ∈ S(A)+ J (A)
commutes with nilpotent elements. If e is a primitive central idempotent of S(A) such that
ue is not central in S(A)e, then ue ∈ T (A). In particular, s1I is central in S(A)1I . If,
furthermore, u is a periodic unit in A, then u= s ∈ S(A) and u1I ∈Z(I(A)).
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in S(A)e and there exists x ∈ S(A)e so that λ = [se, x] = 0. Clearly S(A)e is a division
algebra. We claim that eJ (A)= J (A)e= {0}.
Suppose the claim is false and choose θ ∈ J (A)= J so that θe = 0 (the case eθ = 0
is dealt with similarly). Let m be the positive integer so that eθ ∈ Jm \ Jm+1. Since u
commutes with the radical, and thus with θx, xθ and θ we get
θxu= uθx = θux.
Hence
eθ [s, x] = eθ(sx − xs)= eθ((s + j)x − x(s + j)− jx + xj)= eθ(−jx + xj)
= eθ [x, j ] ∈ Jm+1.
Consequently
eθ = eθ [se, x]λ−1 = eθ [s, x]λ−1 = eθ [x, j ]λ−1 ∈ Jm+1,
a contradiction.
Now assume that u= s+j also is a periodic unit. We claim j = 0. Suppose the contrary
and let m be the positive integer so that j ∈ Jm \ Jm+1. Then factoring out by Jm+1 we
may assume that J 2 = {0}. Hence u, and thus also s, commutes with j . Let n be a positive
integer so that un = 1. Then we get 1= un = sn+ nsn−1j and thus nsn−1j = 0. Since s is
an invertible element this yields j = 0, a contradiction. Thus u= s ∈ S(A) and by the first
part of the proof u1I ∈Z(I(A)). ✷
Corollary 3.6. Let A be a finite-dimensional Q-algebra so that T (A) = {0}. If Γ is a
Z-order in A, then (U(Γ )) is a finitely generated abelian group and T ((U(Γ ))) is
central in A.
Proof. Because of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 we get that T ((U(Γ ))) is contained in S(A) and
it also is central in A.
Let u,w ∈ (U(Γ )). Because of Lemma 3.5 we can write u = s1 + j1, w = s2 + j2
with s1, s2 ∈Z(S(A)) and j1, j2 ∈ J (A). So (u, v)= 1+ j for some j ∈J (A). Since the
commutator subgroup of an FC-group is a torsion group, 1 + j is a periodic element in
(U(Γ )). So by the first part 1 + j ∈ S(A) and thus j = 0. This shows that (U(Γ )) is
abelian.
To prove the last part, note that (U(Γ ))/[(U(Γ )) ∩ (1 + J (Γ ))] ⊆ (U(ΓS)).
Because of Corollary 3.4 the latter group is finitely generated central-by-finite. SinceJ (Γ )
is a finitely generated additive group and because it is also a nilpotent ideal we get that
1 + J (Γ ) and therefore also (U(Γ )) ∩ (1 + J (Γ )) is a finitely generated nilpotent
multiplicative group and thus (U(Γ )) is a finitely generated group. ✷
Corollary 3.7. Let Γ be a Z-order in a finite-dimensional Q-algebra. Then (U(Γ )) is
finitely generated.
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We finish this section with determining when (U(Γ )) is central in U(Γ ) in case T (A)
is zero.
Theorem 3.8. Let A be a finite-dimensional Q-algebra so that T (A) = {0}. Assume Γ
is a Z-order in A, then (U(Γ )) is not central in U(Γ ) if and only if there exists a
j ∈Z(J (Γ )) such that 1 < [U(ΓS) : CU(ΓS)(j)]<∞.
Proof. One implication is trivial. For the converse assume u = s + j ∈ (U(Γ )) is
not central in U(Γ ). Let w1, . . . ,wn ∈ U(Γ ) be so that {uwi | 1  i  n} is the U(Γ )-
conjugacy class of u in U(Γ ). Write wi = xi+ji ∈ U(Γ ), where xi ∈ S(A) and ji ∈ J (A).
Again by Lemma 3.1 u commutes with nilpotent elements and thus it follows from
Lemma 3.5 that s ∈Z(S(A)). We also get that u˜=∑ni=1 uwi = ns+ ˜ with ˜ =∑ni=1 jxi .
Clearly u˜ commutes with all elements of U(Γ ).
Let m be a positive integer so that ms, mj, ms−1j, m˜ ∈ Γ . If 1 + m˜ ∈ Z(U(Γ )),
then ms =mn−1(u˜− ˜ ) commutes with all elements of U(Γ ). It follows that 1+ms−1j =
1 +m(s−1u− 1) ∈(U(Γ )), and in particular ms−1j ∈ Z(J (Γ )). Since 1 +ms−1j is
not central in U(Γ ) we get that it satisfies the desired requirements of the theorem.
If 1 + m˜ /∈ Z(U(Γ )) we consider the element j1 = m(nj − ˜ ). Clearly j1 has only
finitely many conjugates under the action of U(ΓS ) but it does not commute with all
elements of U(ΓS). For all θ ∈ J (A) we have θu= uθ and θu˜= u˜θ. Thus
θs + θj = sθ + jθ,
nθs + θ ˜ = nsθ + ˜ θ.
Therefore [θ, s] = [j, θ ] and n[θ, s] = [˜ , θ ]. Hence
[j1, θ ] =m[nj − ˜ , θ ] =mn[j, θ ] −m[˜ , θ ] =mn[θ, s] −mn[θ, s] = 0.
So j1 ∈Z(J (Γ )). Hence j1 again satisfies the desired requirements of the theorem. ✷
Contrary to the semisimple case we get the following consequence.
Corollary 3.9. Let A be a finite-dimensionalQ-algebra so that T (A)= {0}. If Γ1 and Γ2
are two Z-orders in A. Then, (U(Γ1)) is central in U(Γ1) if and only of (U(Γ2)) is
central in U(Γ2).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that U(Γ1) and U(Γ2) have a common
subgroup of finite index. ✷
4. The second centre
In this section we investigate the hyper centre of the unit group of a Z-order Γ in a
finite-dimensionalQ-algebra.
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Assume u ∈ U(A). If (u,1 + a) ∈ Z(A) for all unipotent elements 1 + a in A, then u
commutes with nilpotent elements of A.
It follows that if Γ is a Z-order in a finite-dimensionalQ-algebra, then the elements of
Z2(U(Γ )) commute with nilpotent elements of A.
Proof. Let g be a nonzero nilpotent element of A. Then the minimal polynomial of 1+ g
overK is m1+g(X)= (X−1)m for some positive integerm. Because K is of characteristic
zero the term of degree m− 1 is nonzero. Hence by Lemma 2.2, (u,1 + g)= 1. So u and
g commute. ✷
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional Q-algebra. Suppose e is a primitive central
idempotent of S(A). Let Γ be a Z-order in A so that A is generated as a Q-algebra by
U(Γ ) and suppose u ∈ Z2(U(Γ )). If ue is not central in S(A)e, then S(A)e is a totally
definite quaternion algebra and ue ∈Z2(U(Γe)).
Proof. Because of Lemma 4.1 and the assumption that ue is not central in S(A)e, we
know that S(A)e is a division algebra. Let (U(Γ ))S denote the natural image of U(Γ )
in ΓS . Since u ∈Z2(U(Γ )) we get that ((U(Γ ))Se,ue)⊆ Z(S(A)e). Hence consider the
following group homomorphism:
ϕ :
(U(Γ ))Se →Z(S(A)e) :g → (g,ue).
Let n be the degree of the minimal monic polynomial mue(X) of ue. Because ue is a
unit, the constant term of mue(X) is nonzero. So, by Lemma 2.2, (g,ue)ne = 1 for all
g ∈ (U(Γ ))Se. Therefore Imϕ is contained in the set of central nth roots of unity in
S(A)e. Hence | Imϕ| n and thus ((U(Γ ))Se :H) n, with H = C(U(Γ ))Se(ue)= Kerϕ.
Since (U(Γ ))Se ⊆ U(ΓS)e ⊆ U(Γe) we also get that (U(Γe) : H) <∞. Consequently
ue ∈ (U(Γe)). Lemma 3.3 hence implies that S(A)e is a totally definite quaternion
algebra. This finishes the proof of the first part.
Let F = CS(A)e(ue). Since, by assumption, ue is not central in S(A)e and the latter
is four-dimensional over its centre, it is easily seen that F is a subfield of S(A)e and
F =Z(S(A)e)+Z(S(A)e)ue. As an algebra A is generated by U(Γ ), hence there exists
a unit u1 ∈ U(Γ ) so that (u1)e ∈ F . So S(A)e = F + F(u1)e. Since u ∈ Z2(U(Γ )) we
know from Lemma 2.2 that (u,u1)e is a central torsion unit in the real field Z(S(A)e).
Hence (u,u1)e = (ue, (u1)e)=−1. It follows that ((u1)e)2 is central in S(A)e and (u1)e
induces, via conjugation, an involution − on F . Now, let 0 = v ∈ U(Γe) ⊆ S(A)e, then
v = v1 + v2(u1)e for some v1, v2 ∈ F . We get
(ue, v) = uevu−1e v−1
= (v1 − v2(u1)e)(v1 − v2(u1)e)c
= (v1v1 + v2v2((u1)e)2)c
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the corollary follows. ✷
Theorem 4.3. Let Γ be a Z-order in a finite-dimensional Q-algebra A so that A is
generated as a Q-algebra by U(Γ ). Then
(1) if T (A) does not have epimorphic images that are totally definite quaternion algebras,
then Z2(U(Γ ))=Z(U(Γ )).
(2) Z2(U(Γ ))⊆∏eZ2(U(Γe))×∏f Z(U(Γf ))×Z(U(ΓI)), where e runs through all
primitive central idempotents of T (A) so that T (A)e is a totally definite quaternion
algebra and where f runs through all primitive central idempotents of T (A) so that
T (A)f is not a totally definite quaternion algebra. In particular, the central height of
U(Γ ) is bounded by the central height of all U(Γe).
(3) Z2(U(Γ ))⊆(U(Γ )) and in particular Z2(U(Γ )) is a finitely generated central-by-
finite group (central in U(Γ )).
(4) if Z2(U(Γ ))=(U(Γ )), then Z2(U(Γ ))=Z3(U(Γ )) and (U(ΓI)) is central.
Proof. To prove the first part, assume T (A) does not have epimorphic images that are
totally definite quaternion algebras. If u = s + j ∈ Z2(U(Γ )), then u commutes with
nilpotent elements and s is central in S(A), because of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Hence, for any
w ∈ U(Γ ) there exists y ∈J (A) so that (u,w)= 1+ y . Because of Lemma 2.2, (u,w) is
a unit of finite order, thus y = 0 and hence u is central.
Part two is now obvious.
Part three follows from Corollary 3.7, part two and the fact that the unit group of an
order in a totally definite quaternion algebra is an FC-group.
To prove part four, assume Z2(U(Γ )) = (U(Γ )). From the previous part it follows
that (U(Γ )) is central-by-finite. Hence by Theorem 3.8 we get that (U(ΓI)) is central.
Since (Z3(U(Γ )),U(Γ ))⊆Z2(U(Γ )), part two then yields that
(Z3(U(Γ )),U(Γ ))⊆∏
e
Z2
(U(Γe))×∏
f
Z(U(Γf ))×Z(U(ΓI)),
where e runs through all primitive central idempotents of T (A) so that T (A)e is a totally
definite quaternion algebra and where f runs through all primitive central idempotents of
T (A) so that T (A)e is not a totally definite quaternion algebra. Hence if u ∈ Z3(U(Γ )),
then uI ∈ Z2(U(ΓI)) and thus by the third part, uI ∈ (U(ΓI)). Consequently, uI is
central. Clearly each uf is central in U(Γ ). Since U(Γe) is an FC-group we obtain that
ue ∈(U(Γe)). So u ∈(U(Γ ))=Z2(U(Γ )). Hence Z2(U(Γ ))=Z3(U(Γ )). ✷
The result on integral group rings shows that the converse of part one does not hold in
general. Since the unit group of a Z-order in a totally definite quaternion algebra always is
an FC-group it is easy to give examples to show that the converse of part three and four are
not valid in general. If one restricts the type of Z-orders, then the converse sometimes can
be proved. We will do so for a large class of integral semigroup rings.
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For the integral group ring ZG of a periodic groupG, Li and Parmenter [17] proved that
the central height of the unit group U(ZG) is one, except when G is a Q∗-group in which
case the central height is two and Z2(U(ZG))=Z(U(ZG))〈a〉, where a is a distinguished
element of G. For a finite group G this result was proved earlier by Arora and Passi [2].
The proofs are quite long and ultimately rely on a result of Bovdi [3–5] which says that G
contains a finite non-central abelian normal subgroup in the unit group of ZG if and only
if G is a Q∗-group. Furthermore, if N is a finite normal subgroup of U(ZG), then N ⊆G
and either N is abelian or an Hamiltonian 2-group (and G also is an Hamiltonian 2-group).
Recently, Jespers and Juriaans [13] completely described the finite conjugacy centre of
U(ZG) for G a finite group. It follows that (U(ZG))=Z2(U(ZG)). For completeness’
sake we now give a short proof of this fact as an application of our general results on orders.
Recall that the units of the integral group ring of an Hamiltonian 2-group are trivial.
Hence its central height is 2.
Corollary 5.1. If G is a non-abelian finite group, then one of the following exclusive cases
occurs:
(1) G is not a Q∗-group and then (U(ZG)) is central;
(2) G is a Hamiltonian 2-group and then U(ZG)=±G;
(3) G is a Q∗-group which is not a Hamiltonian 2-group and then

(U(ZG))=Z(U(ZG))〈a〉,
where a is a distinguished element of G.
Furthermore,

(U(ZG))=Z2(U(ZG))=Z3(U(ZG)).
Proof. Denote by ∗ :QG→QG the classicalQ-linear involution onQG, that is, g∗ = g−1
for g ∈G. Suppose u ∈(U(ZG)) is not central. Let e be a primitive central idempotent
in QG. Because of Corollary 3.4, ue is central if (QG)e is not a totally definite quaternion
algebra. On the other hand, if (QG)e is a totally definite quaternion algebra with centre F ,
then
(QG)e⊗F R⊆
{(
c d
−d c
) ∣∣ c, d ∈C
}
.
So if g ∈ G, then det(ge) is a positive real number of finite multiplicative order, so
det(ge) = 1. Hence g∗e = (ge)−1 is the hermitian transposed of the matrix ge. It
follows that uu∗ is a central unit. Because of Krempa’s result (see [13]) this implies that
uGu−1 =G. As u also commutes with nilpotent elements ofQG, a result of Hertweck [10,
Theorem 3.8] hence implies that u ∈Z(U(ZG))G. So (U(ZG))=Z(U(ZG))H , where
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and either H (and G) is a Hamiltonian 2-group or H is abelian. In the latter case it follows
as in [13] that (U(ZG))=Z(U(ZG))〈a〉, where a is a distinguished element of G.
Because of Theorem 4.3 it now remains to prove that (U(ZG))⊆Z2(U(ZG)). So we
only need to show that a ∈ Z2(U(ZG)). This is well-known and easy to show. Again for
completeness’ sake we include a short argument. Therefore let v ∈ U(ZG). Since G is a
Q∗-group we can write G = A ∪ Ag for an abelian subgroup A of G, some g ∈ G and
conjugation by g on A induces the classical involution ∗ on A. So write v = v1 + v2g
with v1, v2 ∈ ZA and v1v2(1 − g2) = 0 (see proof of Proposition 3.3 in [16]). Then
v−1 = (v∗1 − v2g)c with c = ((v∗1 − v2g)(v1 + v2g))−1 = (v1v∗1 − v2v∗2g2)−1 a central
unit. So
(a, v) = ava−1v−1
= (v1 + v2a2g)(v∗1 − v2g)c
= (v1v∗1 − v2v∗2)c
is central and thus a ∈Z2(U(ZG)). ✷
We now extend the previous result to a large class of integral semigroup rings of finite
semigroups which are not necessarily semiprime.
Let us first introduce some notation and give some background on semigroups and
semigroup rings. For details we refer to [22]. Let G be a group and I,M non-empty sets.
Denote by G0 the smallest semigroup containing G and a zero element θ . For g ∈ G0,
write (gim)i∈I,m∈M for the I ×M matrix with (i,m)-entry g and all other entries θ. These
elements form a semigroup M0(G, I,M,P) with multiplication AB = A ◦ P ◦ B , where
A,B ∈M0(G, I,M,P) and P is an arbitrary M × I matrix with entries in G0, called
the sandwich matrix, and ◦ denotes ordinary multiplication of matrices. The semigroup
M0(G, I,M,P) is called a (Rees) matrix semigroup. The matrix P is regular if it has
at least one nonzero entry in every row and column. In this case M0(G, I,M,P) also is
called a completely 0-simple semigroup.
A finite semigroup S has a series of subsets
S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sn = S,
so that
1. S0 = {θ} if S has a zero element θ, otherwise S0 = ∅.
2. Each Si (1 i  n) is an ideal in S.
3. The Rees factors Si/Si−1 are either null semigroups or completely 0-simple. (We agree
that S1/S0 = S1 if S0 = ∅.)
Recall that as a set the Rees factor Si/Si−1 is the set-theoretic difference Si \ Si−1 with
a zero adjoined. The multiplication is naturally induced from Si but so that st = θ if
st ∈ Si−1. A null semigroup is a semigroup of cardinality two with zero multiplication.
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of S. It is well-known that the principal factors are uniquely determined by the semigroup.
Assume from now on that QS has a unity (in [23] one finds several results for
the existence of such an element) and that the finite semigroup S has an ideal chain
with all principal factors either null or completely 0-simple semigroups of the type
M0(Gi, ni, ni ,Pi), for some group Gi and sandwich matrix Pi invertible in the matrix
ring Mni (QGi) (for example, this is the case if QS is semisimple). Clearly we get the
following ideal chain in QS:
{0} ⊆QS1 ⊆ · · · ⊆QSn =QS.
It is also well-known (see, for example, [22]) that if Si/Si−1 ∼=M0(Gi, ni, ni ,Pi) and Pi
is invertible in Mni (QGi), then
QSi/QSi−1 ∼=Mni (QGi).
Also QSi/QSi−1 ∼= Q0(Si/Si−1), the contracted semigroup algebra of Si/Si−1 over Q.
Since the latter have a unity and the other principal factors yield nilpotent quotients it
follows with standard techniques that
QS/J (QS)∼=
∏
i
Mni (QGi),
where the direct product runs over all i so that Si/Si−1 is completely 0-simple. So, if
ni = 1 (i.e., S has a principal factor Si/Si−1 which is a group adjoined with a zero) then
QS/J (QS) has a group ring in the above mentioned decomposition.
Corollary 5.2. Let S be a finite semigroup with principal factors either null semigroups
or completely 0-simple semigroups of the type M0(G,n,n,P ) with sandwich matrix P
invertible in Mn(QG) (for example, Malcev nilpotent semigroups, see, for example, [18,
21,22]). Suppose ZS has a unity. Then
Z2
(U(ZS))⊆(U(ZS))⊆HAC,
where H,A, and C are subgroups of the unit group of a Z-order in QS with H central
in QS, A finitely generated abelian and C the direct product of cyclic groups of order 4
(one for each principal factor that is Q∗-group which is not an Hamiltonian 2-group and
in this case the cyclic group is generated by a distinguished element) and Hamiltonian
2-groups (one for each principal factor which is an Hamiltonian 2-group). Furthermore,
Z2(U(ZS))⊆H(A∩Z(QS))C and the central height of U(ZS) is at most two.
Proof. Because of Theorem 4.3 we know that Z2(U(ZS)) ⊆ (U(ZS)). We now prove
that (U(ZS)) is contained in a product of three groups as described in the statement.
Recall that

(U(ZS))⊆(U((ZS)T ))×(U((ZS)I)).
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to investigate the projection of (U(ZS)) in (U((ZS)T )). Therefore let u ∈(U(ZS))
and let e be a central idempotent of T (QS) so that T (QS)e is the direct product of totally
definite quaternion algebras and T (QS)(1− e) does not have an epimorphic image that is
a totally definite quaternion algebra (here 1 denotes the unity of T (QS)). From Lemma 3.3
we know that u(1− e) is central in QS.
Because of the assumption on the principal factors, it follows that
QS/J (QS)∼=
∏
i
Q0
(M0(Gi, ni , ni ,Pi))=∏
i
(
QS/J (QS))ei,
the direct product of the contracted semigroup algebras of the principal factors of S (each
ei is a central idempotent) that are completely 0-simple semigroups. Clearly, if ni  2,
then Q0(M0(Gi, ni , ni,Pi)) ∼=Mni (QGi) does not have a division algebra as a simple
component. Hence T (QS)e is an epimorphic image of ∏ki=1QGi , where each Gi (for
1  i  k) defines a principal factor of S that is a group (adjoined with zero). Note that
if ni = 1 then (ZS)ei = (ZGi)ei = Z(Giei), the integral group ring over the group Giei .
Hence in such a case we know that uei ∈ (U(ZGiei)). Corollary 5.1 now yields that
when Giei is not a Q∗-group, uei is central and when Giei is a Q∗-group either Giei is
a Hamiltonian 2-group or uei ∈Z(U(ZGi)ei)〈ai〉, where ai is a distinguished element of
Giei . It follows that indeed (U(ZS)) is contained in a product of three groups HAC, as
described in the statement. Because of Theorem 4.3(4), the second part of the result is now
proved similarly. ✷
Corollary 5.3. Let S be a finite semigroup with principal factors either null semigroups
or completely 0-simple semigroups of the type M0(G,n,n,P ) with sandwich matrix P
invertible in Mn(QG) (for example, Malcev nilpotent semigroups). Suppose ZS has a
unity. If (U((ZS)I)) is central (for example, if QS is semisimple), then (U(ZS)) =
Z2(U(ZS))=Z3(U(ZS)). Moreover, these groups are central if and only if S contains no
principal factors which are Q∗-groups.
Proof. The assumption on (U((ZS)I)) implies that the group A from the proof of
Corollary 5.2 becomes central. It follows that

(U(ZS))⊆H ×A×∏(U((ZGi)ei)),
where the product runs over all principal factors that are a group (adjoined with zero).
Corollary 5.1 implies that

(U(ZS))⊆H ×A×∏Z2(U((ZGi)ei)).
Hence for any u ∈ (U(ZS)), v ∈ U(ZS), (u, v) is central. So u ∈ Z2(U(ZS)). Theo-
rem 4.3 then implies that (U(ZS))=Z2(U(ZS))= Z3(U(ZS)). ✷
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is an elementary abelian extension of the centre. In the case of group rings this elementary
abelian group is of rank at most 1. In the case of integral semigroup rings of the mentioned
type the rank is at most the number of principal factors which are Q∗-groups. It is also
easy to construct examples that show that this upper bound is sharp.
We finish with an example of a semigroup ring ZS of a finite semigroup S so that QS
does not have totally definite quaternion algebras as an epimorphic image butZ(U(ZS))=
Z2(U(ZS)) is strictly contained in (U(ZS). Let C = 〈c | c5 = 1〉, a cyclic group of
order 5. Let S = C ∪ {xi | i ∈ Z5} ∪ {θ}, the disjoint union, with θ the zero element of S.
The multiplication on S is that of C extended by the laws
xixj = θ, θxi = xiθ = θ2 = θ, cj xi = xi+j , xicj = xi−j .
Note that u = c3(1 + c)4 + 1−245 (1 + c + c2 + c3 + c4) is a non-periodic unit in ZC
that is in the centralizer of 1 + j = 1 + x1 + x3 in U(ZS). Because U(ZC) has torsion
free rank one (because of the Dirichlet Unit Theorem, see [15, Theorem IV.3.13]), it
follows that 1 + j ∈ (U(ZS)). Furthermore the commutator (1 + j, c) is non-central,
so 1+ j /∈Z2(U(ZS)).
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